April 2014 Statewide Fiscal Webinar

Performance Management Section
Upcoming in April

- **Service Information System Code Deletions**
  - To “clean up” discontinued coding
  - TANF Domestic Violence
    - Service Codes 350 and 351; Program Code 10
      - Funding ended June 30, 2012
      - Day sheet coding (350 only) was Non-Reimbursable
    - Job Boost II (Private Grant)
      - Program Code 16; valid for only two counties
        - Funding ended January 2014
        - Day Sheet Code: 564; will remove 16 from (purchased) Service Codes 541, 542 and 543 as well
Upcoming in April

- Update of SIS-CARS-Open Window crosswalk
  - Used as the master matrix for Code Mappings in TEC
  - Removing invalid mappings (such as TANF-DV and Job Boost II)
  - Updating mappings for NC FAST Service Codes with Program Codes MA and SA for 75% Admin reimbursement
  - LBLs will have this information if needed